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To the Annual Report for  

Triathlon New Zealand 2021 

 

WELCOME 



 
MESSAGE FROM 
THE PRESIDENT 

 

I am proud to present the Annual Report for 
2020-2021, my first year as the President of 
Triathlon New Zealand. 
  
To start, I think we can all acknowledge that it 
has been an incredibly ‘trying’ year in many 
respects, and I think we can all be proud of 
what we have achieved, in the midst of a 
pandemic. 
  
Throughout the past 12 months, the TRI NZ 
team have worked with agility to support the 
majority of our summer racing schedule, albeit 
with some delays. I think we can all join in 
thanking the events community for putting on 
such a fantastic summer of racing for us all. 
Whilst our HP athletes were not able to travel 
overseas until more recently, it was great to 
have them all racing at home. I’d also like to 
thank all our Technical Officials for their 
efforts, and acknowledge all the hard work 
that Mel Saltiel does in this space, always with 
a smile on her face! 
  
The pinnacle of our year was always going to 
be Tokyo 2020. For many months a lot of us 
wondered if we would be able to get to the 
start line, but once the decision that the 
Games would proceed was made, Ainsley 
Thorpe, Nicole van der Kaay, Tayler Reid and 
Hayden Wilde (with Trent Thorpe and 
Rebecca Spence as reserves) were selected 
as our Olympians. I’d like to congratulate all of 
these athletes, along with their coaches, Craig 
Kirkwood, Bruce Hunter and Stephen 
Sheldrake for their selections. As we all know 

Hayden was able to bring home a bronze 
medal in the individual event for our sport, 
pushing on from his 5th place finish at the 
Leeds WTC race, our first medal since 2008. 
This was a special moment for Hayden and I 
am sure most of us shed a few tears that day! 
 
Post Tokyo, our team were able to compete in 
the last two WTC series races in Montreal and 
Edmonton, and it was great to see the young 
MTR team perform to bring home second 
place in Montreal, along with Hayden, Tayler 
and Nicole making the final of the new format 
elimination event, and then in Edmonton, 
Tayler pushing on to come home in a career 
best 7th place. Hayden finished the series 
ranked 5th, which is a fantastic result and I am 
sure he will continue to climb the ranks in the 
years to come. 
  
I’m fantastically proud of what our young HP 
team achieved in a year during which travel 
was extremely difficult, and I’m very excited to 
watch them all progress as we build towards 
Paris 2024. I’d like to thank the entire HP 
team, in particular Hamish Carter, Stephen 
Sheldrake, Bruce Hunter and Marie Kaati for 
all their work in this space, and also Sophie 
Luther who ensures every athlete and event is 
celebrated through her marketing and social 
media work. 

 
 
Our community team, and in particular Claire 
and Anna Russell pushed on with the eSports 
platform, with a hugely successful Zwift series, 



which culminated in the team running an 
eSport event, broadcast live at AUT 
Millennium which was a first in the Southern 
Hemisphere. I know more plans are in place in 
this space, as it is certainly an area for 
continued growth. 
  
During the past year, Shanelle Barrett was 
also voted to be the Vice-President of Oceania 
Triathlon. We are very fortunate to have 
Shanelle in this space, and I’d also like to 
thank her for all her efforts in the health and 
safety area to ensure we could get our 
athletes racing internationally again. 
  
Garth Barfoot continues to be our Patron. We 
all look forward to seeing Garth on the start 
line of many of our local events, and a recent 
memory that comes to my mind, is our now 
bronze medallist Hayden, running with Garth 
to the finish of the Duathlon last year at 
Pukekohe. A wonderful endorsement for what 
Garth has done, and continues to do for our 
sport.  
 
Thank you to our Life Members; Garth 
Barfoot, Terry Sheldrake, Garry Boon, Peter 
Fitzsimmons, Dr John Hellemans, Tom Pryde, 
Bruce Chambers, Arthur Klapp, Erin Baker 
and Shanelle Barrett who continue to support 
Triathlon in New Zealand. I’d like to 
acknowledge the support of both HPSNZ and 
Sport New Zealand over the past year we 
continue to work very closely with our 
relationship managers who provide support 
and guidance. 
  
At this point, it is appropriate to acknowledge 
the role of our CEO, Claire Beard. Claire is 
now one of the longest-standing CEO’s in the 
NSO space in New Zealand, her commitment 
to make sure we continue to achieve more 
with our limited resources, should be 
commended. Claire is constantly striving to 

achieve more for our sport. We are lucky to 
have Claire in this role. 
  
Finally, a big thank you to the rest of the TRI 
NZ board for continuing to give your time to 
the sport we all love, thank you to Neil Millar 
(my VP who goes above and beyond), 
Reuben Tucker, Evelyn Williamson, Bex 
Grace and Phil London. Our sport is well 
served by this committed group of individuals, 
who are all passionate and motivate to ensure 

triathlon is well governed in New Zealand.  

 

 

Natalie Smith, Tri NZ President 
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With such a diverse delivery model and large  
number of stakeholders, our sport can continue  

to grow with a collaborative approach. 

Our sport is built on 

people, and what great 

people we have. 

 



  

CEO REPORT 

 
I think this last year will go down as one of 

the toughest years we have faced as a sport, 

but I am so proud of how we tackled these 

challenges together. With the impact of 

COVID came cancelled events, staffing 

impacts, competition challenges, cancelation 

of overseas travel, huge funding impacts and 

the postponement of the Olympic Games.  

It is during these times of adversity, that we 

see the strength of sport, and of community. 

We saw our community come together to 

support each other as we moved event dates, 

changed selection policies, cancelled Age 

Group activity, and supported both events 

and clubs to remain viable so they were in a 

position to kick back into what they do best 

when the Levels changed. 

Throughout 2020 and 2021 Tri NZ, with our 

small team, aimed to remove barriers and 

support our network. We know we are an 

entity that is here to serve our network, and 

we delivered the following to ensure our sport 

and our network could be well positioned to 

come back from this Global Pandemic: 

- Removed event sanctioning fees 

- Significantly reduced Technical Official 

fees to event providers (cost only) 

- Provided direct financial relief to clubs 

and event providers in desperate need 

- Lobbied significant changes to 

Government relief packages to ensure 

event costs could be covered (when 

initially the framework didn’t include this 

support) 

- Provided direct COVID H&S advice, level 

guidance and one on one support to event 

providers, clubs and coaches 

- Developed an International Travel Safety 

Policy to ensure we could get our elite team 

back competing as safely and quickly as 

possible 

- Offered refunds on all Age Group fees 

- In partnership with our amazing event and 

club network, doubled our National Event 

Series to have a North and South Island 

model to address regional lockdown risk 

- Delivered an elite and junior event series 

- Implemented the Ultimate Series Champion – 

for our Age Group network 

- Delivered an eSeries to provide participation 

and community engagement opportunities for 

our community (culminating in the first ever 

community eTRI event at AUT Millennium) 

 

Despite the challenges that have been 

presented, the agility, positively, and 

connectiveness of our community and network 

has again shown the strength of our sport and 

our amazing people! We are pleased to be able 

to present a year that has included an Olympic 

Medal – congratulations Hayden and Craig, a 

Mixed Relay team ranked 2nd in the World – go 

Team KIWI, a strong financial position against 

budget, and most importantly a strong 

community that is equipped and engaged as we 

continue to tackle future challenges and 

opportunities together. 

 

 

 



 

 

Finally, I would like to finish by thanking our 

Chair – Natalie Smith, Deputy Chair – Neil 

Millar and the whole Tri NZ board. Finally, to 

our clubs, our community, event partners, 

technical officials, volunteers, partners, and 

funders, thank you for your resilience and 

connectivity this year that has made 

Triathlon so special. I look forward to 

continuing to work with you to navigate our 

new normal and the challenges we will 

continue to face during COVID. 

 

 

 
 

Claire Beard 

CEO 

 



 

  

Acknowledgements: 

  

 Clubs for remaining the back bone of our 

sport. I thank you for your ongoing 

commitment and support of our sport by 

engaging in the Tribe Membership framework. 

 

 To our athletes, thank you for loving this great 

sport and working so hard to achieve your 

goals especially during a global pandemic 

that has been incredibly disruptive to the 

domestic and international calendar.  

 

 Challenge, Ironman, and Mt Festival for their 

continued commitment to one-day race 

license and committing to the ongoing viability 

and sustainability of Triathlon in New 

Zealand. 

 

 National Series event partners – SMC Events, 

IRONMAN NZ, Challenge Wanaka, Auckland 

City Triathlon Club, Tri Sport Taupo, 

Tauranga Triathlon Club, Canterbury 

Triathlon Club, Southland Tri Club, South 

Canterbury Pacers, Fusion Events, RATs, 

Hawkes Bay Tri Club, Manawatu Tri Club, 

and SB Events. 

 

 Sport New Zealand and High-Performance 

Sport NZ for their ongoing commitment and 

funding to support Triathlon in New Zealand.  

 

 Our Tokyo 2020 Olympic Team – Hayden 

Wilde (Bronze Medallist), Tayler Reid, Nicole 

van der Kaay, and Ainsley Thorpe – and our 

reserve athletes Trent Thorpe and Rebecca 

Spence 

 

 Tokyo Technical Official – Claire Hannan, and 

Tokyo Paralympic Technical Official – Ross 

Capill 

 

 I would like to celebrate Ryan Sissons and 

Sophie Corbidge who both retired during this 

season. Both athletes have been huge 

contributors to the HP team and programme – 

we wish them all the best. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 I would like to thank all our High-Performance 

athletes for their ongoing commitment to 

training and the role they play inspiring New 

Zealanders of all ages.  
 

 Coaches play a vital role in supporting and 

developing our athletes. I particularly want to 

thank those coaches that have engaged in 

the Triathlon New Zealand Coach 

accreditation system – that now has over 130 

members. 

 

 Thank you to all the Lead and Regional 

Coaches for their significant contribution to 

our elite and talent athletes – the leadership, 

insight and commitment you give to your 

athletes and the High- Performance 

programme is outstanding. 

 

 To our Technical Officials, our most amazing 

volunteer team. Without these dedicated 

people the safety and fairness of our sport 

would be significantly compromised. A special 

mention must be made of the members of the 

Technical Advisory Group (Tony Sangster, 

Sarah Jenkins, Cathi Davey, Ken O’Rourke 

and Ross Capill) for the planning, support and 

direction provided. 

 

 NZOC – for your support getting our Triathlon 

Olympic Team to the Games 

 

 Garth and Judy Barfoot and Rowan and Emily 

Simpson from the Hoku Foundation for their 

contributions to Triathlon New Zealand and 

Talent Development. 

 

 Key Partners – Suzuki, 2XU, Asics, HOT 

Events, Weetbix Kids TRYathlon and, Aon we 

appreciate your outstanding and ongoing 

support of Triathlon. Your commitment to our 

sport is very much appreciated, and we look 

forward to continuing to grow our sport 

together.  
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Triathlon New Zealand would like to thank its partners, sponsors and  
suppliers for their continued assistance and support provided over the  
past year. 

This ongoing support enables Triathlon New Zealand to deliver the  
outcomes in our strategic plan from grass roots through to our High  
Performance Program athletes who represent New Zealand and the  
world. 

 

Sport New Zealand and High Performance Sport New Zealand  

are the Cornerstone Partners of Triathlon New Zealand.  

Sport New Zealand’s support allows our organisation to  

enable and support the growth of Triathlon in New Zealand.   

High Performance Sport New Zealand is the key investor into the  

NZ National Elite Team to support them to win medals on the world  

stage. 
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Based on the quality of athletes  

we have, and the passion  

and collaboration across our  

coaches there are nothing but  

great opportunities ahead.  



  
  

HIGH 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 

2021 has been a year with many unique and 

complex problems for all sports, athletes, and 

coaches to navigate the ongoing global 

pandemic. Through it, all sport continues to find 

ways to bring people together and inspire the 

hearts and minds of millions, as we saw from the 

Olympic Games in Tokyo. Triathlon is a small 

cog in this system, but for those who know or 

experience our sport, there is a special 

camaraderie that brings us together through the 

challenge that Triathlon creates. This is an 

unbreakable source of inspiration that will help 

Triathlon and sport bounce back from the effects 

of Covid. 

In response to Covid and its effect on 

international racing in 2020, Tri NZ worked with 

local race organizers to create an Elite Series 

over the New Zealand summer to provide 

athletes a series of races to compete against 

each other. At the Tinman event in Tauranga on 

November 8, we included a Mixed Relay 

Simulation Day four days later, on November 12, 

to help athletes practice the Games competition 

schedule. 

Our Olympic team of Tayler Reid, Ainsley 
Thorpe, Nicole van der Kaay, Hayden Wilde 
(reserves Rebecca Spence and Trent Thorpe) 
and their coaches showed a commitment and 
adaptability to be in Tokyo, well prepared and 
ready to race. 

The team faced several challenges in the build 

up; the Games were delayed by a year, for this 

team it was their first Olympics that was predicted 

to be the hottest on record, during a global 

pandemic with limited access to international 

racing. Through it all, the team remained 

committed to making the most of the 

opportunities and prepared as best they could. 

Just getting to Japan took a huge effort 

spearheaded by Shanelle Barrett and Maree 

Kaati, who played critical roles in ensuring 

everyone had the necessary paperwork, Covid 

tests, and H&S plans to enter Tokyo and the 

Olympic bubble.    

Hayden Wilde’s bronze medal performance in 

Tokyo was a real highlight, with it being the first 

for the NZ Olympic team. While I’m sure it moved 

everyone back in New Zealand, including those 

in the Triathlon community, the whole team in 

Tokyo was thrilled for him and his coach Craig 

Kirkwood. Tayler Reid’s 18th place was also 

outstanding performance. Tayler and his coach, 

Stephen Sheldrake, put everything into being 

ready to perform. Four days later, the Mixed 

Relay team lined up for the first Olympic Games 

Relay event in Triathlon. The team finished 12th, 

and although everyone raced their hearts out, 

they had expectations of a top 8 result based on 

how they’d performed in 2019. The last time this 

team was able to race at this level was 23 

months ago, and although this was the 

unavoidable impact of Covid, it undoubtedly was 

a factor.  

 

 



  Both Ainsley and Nicole did their best under 

challenging circumstances to be healthy and in 

good shape in Tokyo. I know the experience 

gained will help them continue to progress 

towards being World Class performers in the 

future. 

I want to thank Bruce Hunter and Stephen 

Sheldrake for the long hours spent over the past 

18 months, including a camp in Australia & 10 

days in Tokyo. It wasn’t an easy environment to 

work in, but they combined well to support the 

team in Athletes Village. The team was also well 

supported by HPSNZ staff Lauren Shelley and 

our Medical Director, Dr Sam Mayhew, who 

spent time with the team while away from New 

Zealand. 

After Tokyo, the team moved on to Canada for 

the WTS events in Montreal and Edmonton a 

week later. For most, this was their first WTS 

event in nearly two years. Everyone in the team 

had to isolate themselves in their rooms in the 

days leading up to and between races creating 

more uncertainty, disruption, and limited 

opportunities to train normally. Montreal was the 

new and exciting Eliminator format, with Hayden 

and Tayler continued their good form, finishing 

6th and 8th respectively, and Nicole 9th in the 

final. The Mixed Relay team of Nicole, Dylan, 

Ainsley, and Saxon combined to place second in 

the MR event, which moved the New Zealand 

mixed Relay ranking to 2nd in the World. The 

World Champs was the following weekend, and 

team performed well considering the disrupted 

build up. In the Elite men’s race Tayler and 

Hayden raced well finishing 7th and 11th with 

Trent 27th. In the Elite women’s race Nicole was 

27th. In the U23 Elite race Dylan was 12th Saxon 

20th while Ainsley finished 12th in the Elite 

Women’s U23 race.  

 

This year includes two notable retirements. Ryan 

Sissons and Sophie Corbridge. Both athletes 

started their journey in Triathlon and racing on 

the ITU circuit back in 2006 and 2008, 

respectively, competing in over 160 races 

between them. Over that time, they have both 

represented New Zealand with distinction and in 

the process, inspired the next generation to 

dream big, work hard and commit to trying to 

achieve something that is inherently difficult. We 

wish them all the very best for their next chapter 

and thank them for an outstanding contribution to 

sport and Triathlon in New Zealand. 

In conclusion, I’d like to thank the small team at 

Tri NZ, the Board and our Elite Selection 

Commission who have made a significant 

contribution to helping the HP Program navigate 

the complexity of preparing for an Olympic 

Games during a global pandemic. I know that 

from what we have overcome this year, Triathlon 

and the HP team are in a strong position to set 

its sights on being in Paris at the next Olympic 

Games ready to take on the world.  

Hamish Carter 
General Manager of Performance 
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Annual TRIBE membership numbers have  
continued to grow year-on-year 



 COMMUNITY 
OVERVIEW 
 The 2020-2021 season saw new initiatives 

put in place to support the Community, 

Clubs and Event Providers. With 

implications from Covid, various lockdowns 

and travel restrictions we established a 

North and South Island Event Series for the 

2020-2021 season. 

To further assist our National Series 

providers all Sanctioning Fees were waived, 

and technical officials were provided at 

reduced cost, to ensure that operating 

expense for event organisers were kept as 

low as possible.  

We continued to generate motivation within 

the Age-Group Community by having the 

2XU Ultimate Series over the 2020-2021 

season. This was supported by Thorsten 

Radde of Tri Rating who provided a 

weighted scoring system for the season. 

The series was hotly contested and saw 

some great rivalry amongst our athletes. 

The Community team were also excited to 

work alongside our Regional Youth 

Academies and the High Performance team 

to deliver an Elite and Junior series. These 

additions were welcomed by the community 

and our elite athletes.  

 

Triathlon New Zealand was fortunate to have 

some key supporters who stepped in during 

this difficult time: 

 Anna Russell brought real passion to 

driving our second eSport Racing League 

and it was fabulous to see how this 

brought the community together again, 

not only during lockdown but also during 

the traditionally quieter winter months. 

This year’s eSport Racing League 

culminated in the first ever community 

eTRI event hosted at AUT Millennium.  

An exciting new initiative to grow 

engagement opportunities for our 

community, also a big thanks to Pub 

Charity who helped to fund the event. 

 Clubs and private event providers were 

the sole deliverers of the Suzuki North 

and South Championships from as far 

north as Auckland, to as far south as 

Wanaka.  Nationwide, Triathlon NZ 

Affiliated Clubs provide over 120 races of 

varying distances, disciplines, and sizes 

to our regional communities. Thank you 

to our passionate clubs, their president’s, 

and committee members for fostering our 

sport and ensuring that New Zealanders 

continue to have participation 

opportunities.  



  

 - 

  

 

  

- 

  

 IRONMAN NZ, SMC Events, Challenge 

Wanaka Sports Trust and Fusion Events 

remained as valued National 

Championship partners and pinnacle 

event providers in the 2020 season with 

their respective events.  

 Shanelle Barrett has been invaluable to 

our Clubs and Event Providers.  

Assisting and reviewing all Health and 

Safety Plans to ensure that where 

possible events could go ahead safely 

under various lockdown levels. 

 

Unfortunately, some of our events were 

impacted with Covid-19 restrictions which 

saw the cancellation of the North Island 

Standard Duathlon and the South Island 

Cross Triathlon. We also saw restrictions on 

some events such as athletes from the 

Auckland Region not being able to travel to 

Challenge Wanaka due to Auckland being in 

level two at the time. 

Many thanks to our Event Advisory Group 

(Ironman NZ, SMC Events, Wanaka Sports 

Trust, Hawkes Bay Multisport, New 

Plymouth, Oamaru Triathlon Club and 

Canterbury Triathlon Club) who worked 

tirelessly to not only ensure we had a strong 

season, but so we could also continue to put 

on events after our various lock down 

periods. 

 

Finally, on behalf of the Community I would 

also like to say a big thank you to Claire Beard 

for her strong leadership during these 

unprecedented times. Claire has fought 

tirelessly for the sport of Triathlon – thank you! 

 

 

Mel Saltiel 

Community Manager 

 

 



  

18 The 2020 World Championship 
season unfortunately was 

significantly impacted by the 
COVID-19 Pandemic travel 

restrictions 
 



  

AGE GROUP 
PROGRAMME 
 2020 unfortunately saw another year of no 

international travel to World Triathlon Age-

Group Championship events. It was 

inspiring to see athletes still showing an 

interest and submitting nomination forms to 

be selected.  

Athletes selected for the 2020 team have 

been able to roll over their spots to the 2021 

by validating at the respective 2020-2021 

qualification events.  

The World Triathlon events available at 

Age-Group World Championships is 

growing with the addition of Super Sprint 

Triathlon, Teams Relay and Standard 

Distance Aquabike. This creates exciting 

opportunities for our Affiliated Clubs and 

Event Providers to provide qualification 

events at their events. 

 

 



  



 

An extended thank you to all Triathlon New Zealand Technical Officials, Affiliated  

Clubs and volunteers who support the delivery of these events.  

 

NATIONAL CHAMPS & AGE 

GROUP SELECTION EVENTS 
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  TECHNICAL 
Our strong team of Technical Officials 

continued to support our sport by officiating 

at all of our sanctioned events over the 

season. New Zealand’s technical officials 

also continued to have a strong presence on 

the international stage. Officiating at World 

Triathlon events was very limited for these 

officials due to travel restrictions. Three 

officials attended World Triathlon racing in 

Australia by invitation in June 2021. 

Congratulations to these officials. It is a 

testament to the programme we have here 

in New Zealand and how our officials are 

highly valued by World Triathlon. 

A reminder that these are volunteer roles 

and the standard of officiating we enjoy is a 

credit to the dedication of our outstanding 

Technical Official team. We are always 

looking to increase our technical family and 

have now developed a structured 

progression pathway and development 

opportunities for all of our officials. 

Officials who gave up their time and 
travelled making these events possible.  
 

Our current TO’s are: 

Name Level 

Adair Craik 2 

Adam Cowie 1 

Alice Perry 1 

Alison Feeney 1 

Annabel Lush 1 

Beverley Hussey 1 

Bill Babe 1 

Brent Hussey 3 

Brian Lenehan 3 

Bryan Dunphy 3 

 

 
Carlton Oliver 1 

Cassandra Horton 1 

Cathi Davey 3 

Cathy O'Rourke 1 

Chris van der Leer 1 

Christian Couper 1 

Claire Hannan 3 

Claire Jennings 1 

Clare Davey 3 

Clive Shingleton 3 

David Liddiard 1 

Diane Hutchinson 2 

Emma Gribben 1 

Gail Hussey 2 

Gaye Scott 2 

Gazel Makea 1 

Gillian Smith 1 

Graeme Paulger 1 

Hayden Beetar 1 

Helen Majorhazi 1 

James Parker 1 

Jan Robinson 3 

Jane Loughnan 3 

Jess Shelgren 1 

John Van der Kaay 1 

Jozef Bothmer 1 

Juliet Fahey 3 

Ken O'Rourke 3 

Kevin Symes 3 

Kyle Davey 2 

Lance Gillespie 2 

Leeanne Hooper 1 

Leigh Davidson 1 

Lisa Shingleton 3 

Malcolm Elley 1 

Margriet Lynch 1 

Mark Evans 1 

Mary Marshall 1 

Mel Schroeder 3 

Michelle Selby 1 

Murray Rasmussen 1 

Nicola McAra 1 

Paul Burns 3 



 

 

  

Technical Officials   

Adair Craik  Juliet Fahey  

Adam Cowie  Ken O'Rourke  

Alison Feeney  Kevin Symes  

Annabel Lush  Kyle Davey  

Beverley Hussey  Lance Gillespie  

Brent Hussey  Leanne Hooper  

Brian Lenehan  Leigh Davidson  

Bryan Dunphy  Lisa Shingleton  

Carlton Oliver  Malcolm Elley  

Cathi Davey  Marcel Abele  

Cathi O'Rourke  Maria Barnes  

Christian Couper  Martin Thompson  

Claire Hannan  Mel Schroeder  

Claire Jennings  Michelle Selby  

Clare Davey  Paul Burns  

Clive Shingleton  Paul Howells  

Craig Dodds-Bonelli  Philip Barlow  

Danny Eagleton  Phillip Dally  

Diane Hutchinson  Ross Capill  

Gail Hussey  Samantha Bothmer  

Gaye Scott  Samantha Owles  

Gazel Makea  Sarah Jenkins  

Geoff McMillan  Sean Barnes  

Georgina Workman  Sean Colyer  

Gillian Smith  Stan Barnes  

Graeme Paulger  Stu Cottam  

Jan Robinson  Todd Skilton  

Jane Loughnan  Tony Sangster  

Jimmy Hildreth  Vicki McNaught  

John Van der Kaay  Vivienne Hutchinson  

Jozef Bothmer    
 

Mel Schroeder 3 

Michelle Selby 1 

Murray Rasmussen 1 

Nicola McAra 1 

Paul Burns 3 

Pauline Warbrick 1 

Philip Barlow 2 

Phillip Dally 3 

Rob Wills 1 

Rochelle Addenbrooke 1 

Ross Capill 3 

Sally Rassmussen 1 

Samantha Owles 1 

Sarah Jenkins 3 

Sarah Saunderson-Warner 1 

Seán Barnes 1 

Sean Colyer 1 

Shanelle Barrett 3 

Shaun Brown 1 

Steve Sharp 1 

Stu Cottam 1 

Sue Mavor 1 

Todd Skilton 3 

Tony Sangster 3 

Vicki McNaught 1 

Vivienne Hutchinson 1 

Will Rouse 1 

 

The Technical Official Team for the Tokyo 2020 

Olympic and Paralympic Games being held in 

August 2020 of Claire Hannan (Olympic 

Games) and Ross Capill (Paralympic Games) 

unfortunately have had this opportunity 

postponed until August 2021. Although delayed 

we are sure they will proudly represent New 

Zealand on the world stage.  
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COACHING 
The Triathlon New Zealand Coaching Programme is continuing to remain well supported 

with our Foundation Coaching course model. We have 139 registered coaches, throughout 

New Zealand that have met the minimum requirements of police vetting, ethics, and health 

and safety. I would like to thank all of the Tri NZ registered and accredited coaches for 

their continued support of Triathlon NZ and our community. 
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eTRI 
In July 2021 we delivered the World’s first Community eTRI event.  An event where the virtual 
met the real-world at AUT Millennium. 
 
 

 
 

 



 

  PR & 
MARKETING 

Despite the setbacks and uncertainty 

through the past season, we have had 

plenty to celebrate and enjoy. Alongside 

the super successful domestic season, has 

been a refreshed marketing and 

communications strategy and evolution of 

the brand, with a focus on people, 

participation and performance.  

The undeniable highlight of this year, has 

to be the Tokyo 2020 Olympics and our 

wonderful team. The athletes and support 

staff created engaging and exciting content 

throughout the period and Tri NZ worked 

closely with the NZOC, World Triathlon, 

national and regional media to maximize all 

media opportunities and promotions. 

Hayden Wilde’s Olympic Bronze medal 

was the pinnacle and enthralled the New 

Zealand public and global audience.  

In the 36 hours after Hayden won his 

medal, Triathlon New Zealand and Hayden 

reached an audience of 3.75 million 

people, with an estimated advertising value 

of $832,000 NZD. A vast majority of the 

audience was reached through TV news, 

but Hayden’s amazing achievement 

featured heavily on newspaper front pages, 

radio bulletins, interviews and online news 

across the nation.  

 

A key part of the marketing and 

communications strategy was to support 

and showcase the Suzuki National Series, 

Junior Series and inaugural Elite series. 

Due to HP athletes and Age Groupers not 

being able to travel internationally and to 

safeguard around regional alert level 

changes the domestic series was doubled 

and as such communications around this 

was even more important. Each event had 

an individualized plan and bespoke 

content created, to help assist the 

organisers in the most effective way, 

whilst race day social media was a real 

focus to help maximise opportunities to 

increase audience, media and help 

convert more athletes into triathletes.  

PR opportunities were chased and 

realized with fantastic feel good stories 

from our community featuring in regional 

and national media. The super successful 

eTri and Zwift series gave our community 

a new goal and way to communicate and 

connect. The content and marketing 

surrounding this was innovative and 

forward thinking.  

 



  

Community, sponsor and whanau 

Olympic celebration events was a new 

initiative for 2021 and saw a great 

uptake and increased community pride 

in our athletes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our top Instagram post was 

congratulating Lachlan Haycock and Luke 

Scott for making the World Championship 

team reaching 12,500 people. 

 

 

 

Our social media platforms saw massive 

jump in growth with a 151% increase in 

Reach for the Facebook Page, rising to 

711,915 reach for the year. Our 

Instagram account Reached 63,086 a 

120% increase. 

 

 

Sophie Luther 

Communications and Marketing 

Manager 

 

 

 

 

Our top Facebook post was our Olympic 

congratulations post after the MTR which 

hit 363,800 people.  
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Tri NZ staff are based at AUT Millennium - Auckland  

and the Avantidome - Cambridge. Together  

they support the strategic direction of the  

organisation; to lead, grow and sustain the sport  

of Triathlon in New Zealand. 



  

 
 

Our Board sets the strategic direction, governance and policy for Triathlon New  
Zealand. The board is made up of Directors with experience across different  
sectors and a keen interest in growing Triathlon in New Zealand. 

Natalie Smith 

President, Elected Board Member 

- 

Neil Millar 

Elected Board Member 

Evelyn Williamson 

Elected Board Member 

Evelyn works for the New Zealand Olympic Committee and is a New Zealand  

Olympic ambassador for in-school programmes. She was also part of the  

Triathlon Elite Selection Team for the 2016 Rio Olympic Games. 

Natalie is a proud born and bred Wellingtonian, who has competed and finished 9 
Ironman triathlon triathlons (Taupo – 2011-2016 and Hawaii in 2014, 2016 and 
2017) with a best time of 10 hours 01 minutes.  Professionally Natalie has broad 
experience advising on a range of commercial, trust and property issues, currently 
a partner at Morrison Kent Lawyers in Wellington. 
 

Neil has been competing in triathlons for 14 years and has had the privilege of 

travelling to the ITU Age Group World Championships five times.  By day, he is a 

partner at MinterEllisonRuddWatts, with an extensive background in mergers and 

acquisitions, private equity, commercial arrangements of all kinds and governance. 

 



  

Phil London 

Appointed Board Member 

Reuben Tucker 

Appointed Board Member 

Rebecca Grace 

Elected Board Member 

 

Phil and his wife, Cheryl, have been passionate supporters of sport, helping over 

300 talented, driven athletes achieve their dreams all over the world through their 

company WIL Sport.  Phil not only brings an extensive experience at an 

international level in sport, but also has a commercial background in Project and 

Facilities Management. 

Reuben has participated as an age group triathlete since 2012 in events from sprint 

course to Ironman and is a member of Auckland City Tri Club. After spending most 

of his career in financial markets in Asia he now advises and invests in small to 

medium sized businesses and works with a number of not-for-profit organisations. 

Bex is a member of North Harbour Tri Club and made the switch from National 

level Water-polo to beginner Triathlon in 2011. Preferred distances are Olympic 

and 1/2 Ironman distances and her top results include 4th in the 2012 Age Group 

World Champs (Akld) and 9th in London 2013.  Professionally Bex runs a business 

(Three Hands NZ) offering leadership development, organisational culture 

consulting and coaching. 
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Triathlon New Zealand is driven by a small but talented and committed staff. Led  

by Claire Beard (CEO), the Sports Services team is based in Auckland while most  

of the elite athletes and High Performance staff train and work out of the Avanti 

- 

drome in Cambridge. 

Claire Beard 
CEO 

Claire is passionate about sport, with extensive experience in the commercial,  

marketing and events environments. She is motivated to create an organisation - 

that is financially viable and is strongly supporting athletes to deliver on the  

world stage.  

Hamish Carter 

General Manager of Performance 

Mel Saltiel 
Community Manager 

 

A recent recruitment period in Tri NZ’s High Performance has resulted in 

Hamish Carter’s appointment as the General Manager of Performance (four 

days per week).  Hamish, a triathlon Olympic Gold medalist from the 2004 

Summer Olympics in Athens brings with him a wealth of knowledge in high 

performance triathlon as well as strong ties to Cambridge. 

Although a kiwi, Mel joins Tri NZ after relocating back to NZ from Australia 

where she worked for Triathlon ACT. She holds experience as a technical 

official, as well as course director positions at Challenge Wanaka and ITU 

races. 



  

Sophie Luther 
Communications and Marketing Manager 

- 

Anna Russell 
Community Support 

- 

Maree Kaati 
High Performance Operations Manager 

Maree has played an integral role in the High Performance programme joining  

Triathlon New Zealand in 2014. After 14 years as a competitive rower representing 

- 

New Zealand at an Elite, U23 and Junior level; Maree has an extensive  

understanding of what coaches and athletes require to achieve world class  

results consistently. 

Daniela de Jeu 

Business Administrator - 

- 
Danie has a strong foundation in sports, from playing, working and volunteering 

in a number of them over the years. She has developed a strong base of the 

inner workings of different sports and sporting events through working in various 

roles, such as;  Registration Manager for Xterra Auckland Run Series, 

Operations Assistant for Ocean Swim Series and Workforce Coordinator at the 

2011 Rugby World Cup. 

Sophie has a passion for sports, media and communications. She has over 18 

years experience in international sports events including the Winter Games NZ, 

Volvo Ocean Race, America’s Cup, European Golf Tour, The Ashes and NZ 

Cricket series and more recently Challenge Wanaka and Motatapu; she is very 

proud to be part of the Triathlon NZ team. 

Anna has been involved with Tri NZ for the last 7 years, first in the Community 

Director role and now in a project support and delivery capacity.  She is a 

member of North Harbour Triathlon Club, coaches and has competed in multiple 

World Championship Triathlon events as both an age-grouper and professional.  

She now has a keen interest in eSport and it’s innovative potential in Triathlon. 



  For the past 25+ years Stephen has successfully been coaching athletes of all 

abilities and ages, from first timers through to World Champions and Olympians.  

This has included athletes all over the world including the UK, Hong Kong, 

Australia, Japan, Dubai and the USA.  Before this he was a Professional 

Triathlete for 10 years following on from a sports related double degree from 

University. 

Stephen Sheldrake 

National Performance Manager 

Bruce Hunter 

National Programme Coach 

Bruce has been involved with High Performance Coaching for several years, 

taking a more fixed role within Tri NZ in 2017. Bruce’s commitment and 

enthusiasm to coaching will serve him well with managing the Cambridge High 

performance programme. 
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Minutes of Triathlon New Zealand Incorporated 

Annual General Meeting  

Date: 

Location: 

27th September 2020 
 

Online via Zoom 

Time: 12:00 – 1:30pm 

Present: Board: Graham Perks, Phil London, Natalie Smith, Evelyn Williamson, Neil Millar, Rueben Tucker, 
Bex Grace 

Tri NZ Staff: Claire Beard, Mel Saltiel, Hamish Carter, Daniela de Jeu 

Voting Members: Bill Roxbourgh (Challenge Wanaka & Southland), Ken O’Rourke (Canterbury), 
George Massingham (Hawkes Bay), Ali Boggs (Hibiscus Coast), Chris Randle (IRONMAN NZ) 
Johnathon Linyard (Nelson), Neil Millar (NHTC), Shirley Day (RATS), Shanelle Barrett (SB Events), 
Lauren Watson (SMC Events), Aaron Wood (Taranaki), Suzanne Board (Tauranga), John Scott 
(Eastland), Kurt Brandon (Tri Sport Taupo), Tania Charles (Waitakere), Natalie Smith (Wellington), 
Tony Sangster (AKL City) 

Life Members: Garth Barfoot, Terry Sheldrake, Peter Fitzsimmons, Arthur Klapp and Shanelle 
Barrett. 

Rachel Quinn and Alison Feeney 

Apologies: Board: Brendon McDermott and Andrew Te Whaiti 

Voting Members: Black Sands, Dunedin, Eastern BOP, Hamilton, Kapiti Running and Triathlon 
Club, Manawatu, Marlborough, Oamaru, South Canterbury Pacers, Team Shorebreak, Wanaka, 
Whanganui, Whangarei  

Life Members: Bruce Chambers, Garry Boon, Dr John Hellemans, Tom Pryde, & Erin Baker 

Welcome 

Graham Perks, Chair of Triathlon NZ Board welcomed all in attendance and made a special welcome to the 
attending Patron and Life Member Garth Barfoot and Life Members Terry Sheldrake, Peter Fitzsimmons, Arthur 
Klapp and Shanelle Barrett. 
 
Acknowledgment of those Life Members that cannot attend; Bruce Chambers, Garry Boon, Dr John Hellemans, 
Tom Pryde, & Erin Baker 

 
Confirmed we have a quorum (17 Voting Member Attendees) 

 
The meeting was called to order at 12:11pm 
 
Asked delegates to observe a moment’s silence in memory of Tony O’Hagen and asked if any delegates had others 
they wish to remember please advise. 



None were raised. 
 

We would like to acknowledge Tony O’Hagen with an award later in the agenda 
 
Acknowledgement of the hard work and efforts maintained throughout the year by all clubs, event partners and 
Tri NZ Staff, especially with the challenges faced this year. 

 
 

Asked if there are any items to add to general business. 
None were raised 
 
Attendees and apologies read out. 
 
Moved that apologies be accepted 

Moved: Shirley Day 

Seconded: Neil Millar 

Carried 

Proposed Constitutional Changes 

Claire Beard, CE of Triathlon presented the proposed constitutional changes: 
 
Triathlon New Zealand seeks to alter the constitution to reflect the need for diverse and gender balanced board 
composition, ensuring that it not only reflects the community and need for diversity of thought and capability, but 
meets the Sport NZ Board Diversity Targets. 
 
Sport NZ have released a formal condition of investment for Sport NZ group partners a target of a minimum 
requirement of 40% self-identified females and 40% self-identified males on their boards by December 2021.  
 
Main changes are to the clauses within section 10.0 Administration 
10.1 Officers and Their Election 
- Addition of Rule 10.1.2 – 40% of the Officers shall be self-identified female and 40% of the Officers shall be 

self-identified male 
- Amendment of Rule 10.1.4 – Subject to the requirement in Rule 10.1.2 

 
10.2 Board shall Comprise Part A and Part B Members 
- Addition of Rule 10.2.2 - At all times Rule 10.1.2 applies to the appointment and election process set out in 

Rules 10.3 and 10.4. 
 
Feedback received were raised 
 
Kurt Brandon (Tri Sport Taupo) asked: 
What’s the process if this was not elected and what would happen and has this be documented 
 
Natalie Smith explained because we have two parts to our board appointment process; part A and B, we have an 
ability to meet the threshold with the appointed members. So, if we have too many of one gender elected through 
Part A, we can meet the obligation through the Part B process. 



 
Graham Perks called to vote on adopting proposed changes 
 
Unanimous voting agreed with the changes to be adopted 
 
 

Confirmation of Minutes of the 2019 Annual General Meeting 

Graham 
Perks 

Moved that minutes (in the Annual Report and on Website) be accepted and no changes be 
proposed. 

Moved: Tony Sangster 

Seconded: Suzanne Board 

Carried 

Consideration of Annual Report 

Graham 
Perks 

Ask if there is any discussion/highlight any items within the Annual Report. 

None noted 

Moved that read and accepted 

Moved: Neil Millar 

Seconded: Bill Roxbourgh 

Carried 

Consideration of Audited Financial Accounts 

 
In the absence of Brendon McDermott, the Chair of our Finance and Risk Committee, Claire Beard 
presented financial result for 2019-2020 

 Clean audit, no major management notes 

Ask if there is any discussion on the audited accounts 

None noted 

Moved that the 2019-2020 audited accounts be adopted 

Moved: Tony Sangster 

Seconded: Natalie Smith 

Carried 

Presentation of budget for 2020-2021 financial year 

Claire beard presented the organisational budget set for the 2020-2021 financial year. 

 Covid-19 has impacted greatly on us and the community 

 Removed all sanctioning fees 

 Reduced Technical fees except for a very minimal amounts to cover the TO 



 

 Olympic programme does still fall into our workings and budget planning 

 Bigger health and safety costs due to Covid-19 requirements 

 Additional costs for HP programme, quarantine and travel costs 

 Lost level 4 gaming revenue 

 Lost event revenue 

 Looking at new revenue streams via esport, Jnr series 

 Reduced performance revenue from HPSNZ 

 No age group revenue expected in the next year 

Arthur Klapp stated: 

It needs to be mentioned and recognised the impressive work for the planning and looking into the future for the 
triathlon community 

Annual Membership fees 

Graham 
Perks 

 

 Advised that the fees for 2020-2021 will not be changed from the previous year. 

Appointment of Patron - Garth Barfoot 

Graham 
Perks 

Moved: Ken O’Rourke 

Seconded: George Massingham 

Carried 

Appointment of Auditor – RSM Hayes 

Graham 
Perks 

Moved: George Massingham 

Seconded: Neil Millar 

Carried 

Appointment of Board Members 

Graham 
Perks 

Two board members stepping down: 

 Graham Perks 

 Brendon McDermott 

One board member up for re-election 

 Natalie Smith 

Two positions were available via Part A and one for Part B with the new appointments: 

PART A: 
Natalie Smith (re-elected and became Chair) 
Rebecca Grace 

PART B 



 

Reuben Tucker 

Moved and accepted 

Moved: George Massingham 

Seconded: Neil Millar 

Carried 

Board Honoraria 

Graham 
Perks 

 
The Board has not recommended any honoraria be paid to Board members in 2020-2021 
 
Moved that this be accepted 

Moved: Natalie Smith 

Seconded: Tania Charles 

Carried 

General Business 
 
Organisation update 
 
Community Manager Mel Saltiel: 
 With the passing of Tony O’Hagan Tri NZ will be honouring his memory with the Tony O’Hagan Fair Play 

Award 

 Awarded to the school based on fair play criteria at the Tri NZ Secondary Schools Championships Annually 

 Will be awarded by the TD and TO Team 

Claire Beard: 

 Acknowledges the contribution to Triathlon Tony had and his passion 

 Thanked Graham Perks for being Chair for the past four years, and Brendon McDermott for his 9 years of 
service and all the work he has done 

 Congratulations to Natalie Smith for her appointment to Chair and Neil Millar for becoming Vice Chair 

 Welcome to Rueben Tucker and Bex Grace to the board 

 Covid-19 and how the sport is coping is the main short-term priority 

 Reshaped the season into North & South, added new Jnr and Elite series. To allow reduced Covid-19 and 
travel risks, ensuing racing is accessible as possible to the community 

 Helping in gaining any funding available for the community and support with these funding applications 

 Lobbying/advocating for funding to be available for the sport 

 Invested in the sport to help with Health and Safety for events, clubs, and coaches. So, businesses are up and 
running as soon as possible 

 Contracted Shanelle to help work one on one with each National Series event with these new Health and 
Safety protocols 

 New initiatives are looking at Arena games for the community, new modelling of eSport series 

 Free equipment to our talent development hubs for accessibility for youth 

 Continuing support to clubs and events with workshops and ongoing venue and event structure modelling to 



 

ensure the best and safest way to keep the sport going 

General Manager of Performance Hamish Carter: 

 Very important to HP to have stability and thanks Claire and Graham for helping to have this. 

 Team perspective, Stephen, Bruce and Maree have worked really well to try and take advantage of the 
situation we are under 

 We have worked well with coaches and athletes as they are facing huge uncertainty 

 Contracted Arthur Klapp to conduct independent reviews, speaking to athletes and coaches individually of 
how they are going. This in turn helped with the progress to have connectivity and building trusted 
relationships with our athletes and their training partners 

 The next 6 months we are leveraging the one advantage to work together, while we can’t race people 
internationally 

 Elite and Jnr series to have the stimulus of the Olympic events as best we can at events in NZ 

 Heading into the Olympics we have 3 different plans on Tokyo 

 Performance framework created - What a winning performance would look like in Tokyo and then Paris. Use 
this to develop an athlete’s pathway with 8yrs from an Olympics 

 Going to set two squads to create more certainty and support for athletes looking for this pathway 

Main things we are facing in the HP environment: 

 Ability to work together has put us in a strong position 

 Worried how HSPNZ and SPNZ are operating at the moment, the leadership has been intermittent, and each 
sport is having a difficult time and harder when the SPNZ are trying to look at themselves internally 

 ITU making decisions coming 2 weeks out from the event – the adhocness of it with no certain timeframes or 
structure 

 Effect this is having on the coaches and athletes 

 

Ken O’Rourke (Canterbury Tri Club): 

Mentioned the various elite series events – is there a minimum number of races athletes have to attend for the 
series 

Hamish: 

The best 3 races will count, we based this off the top three events hp athletes identified they would prioritise, 
added in the prize money to help with their drop income and to help provide an incentive 

 

Community Manager Mel Saltiel: 
 Thanked Anna for helping drive the zwift series to bring the community together over such a trying time 

 Growing TO numbers and launched online courses to help make the TO course more accessible for people  

 Big decisions on what the next season going to look like especially with AGE group – ITU have launched 3 
world champs 

 Looking at an Oceania champs if overseas travel is removed 

 Thanks, the community and event providers 

Claire Beard: 



 

 

 

 

Acknowledged the struggle people are going through at this time and we don’t pretend to know what you’re 
going through and would like to thank you all so much for the support and working together that has happened 

Huge thank you and if you need any support let us know and we will help navigate through this 

 

Appreciation and AGM Closure 

Graham 
Perks 

 
Acknowledgement of Terry Sheldrake for being our representative and his contribution while on the 
ITU board 
 
Terry Sheldrake: 
Thanked Graham, been around triathlon 38 years, time to move on and have enjoyed every bit of it  

Thanked Tri NZ for their support 

 

 
Graham Perks asked if any other items be brought up: 

 

Kurt Brandon (Tri Sport Taupo): 

How do we get visibility on equipment from Zwift to help Claire: 

Targeted regional youth hubs 

Pilot phase and increasing the equipment into the 5 reginal youth academies and if successful; 

We will look to expand it further 

 

Kurt Brandon: 

Youth academies detail – where is this and what they do, no communication or detail on what they 
are. 

How does it dovetail into the clubs with everything around that? 

 

Hamish to take conversation offline 

 

Shanelle: 

Acknowledged Claire - You have supported the events industry through a very tough time 

‘Thank you for this support as you have really stepped up and be there to talk open and honest with 
us so thank you for being there. Your leadership has been amazing through this. 

Terry we will miss you and thank you for your contribution to the sport. 

 

Graham Perks thanked everyone for their attendance on this different AGM and it seemed to work 
well. 

AGM Officially closed at 1.24pm 
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FINANCIAL REPORT 
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